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	Welcome to the third edition of Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting Bible. Like all books in the Bible series, you can expect to fi nd both hands-on tutorials and real-world information, as well as reference and background information that provide a context for what you are learning. This book is a fairly comprehensive resource on the Linux command line and shell commands. By the time you have completed Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting Bible, you will be well prepared to write your own shell scripts that can automate practically any task on your Linux system.
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Unleashing Web 2.0: From Concepts to CreativityMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
Dr. Gottfried Vossen and Stephen Hagemann have very clearly explained the transition to the new read/write era of the Webalso known as Web 2.0.  This book will help you understand the ongoing evolution of the Web, and push you to create applications that take advantage of the read/write Web.  Richard MacManus, Editor, Read/WriteWeb...
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American Indian Biographies (Magill's Choice)Salem Press, 2005
This volume is a revised and expanded edition of Salem Press’s American Indian Biographies, which was published in 1999. The majority of the essays in that first edition were taken from Salem’s Ready Reference: American Indians (1995), and 32 new essays were added. American Indian Biographies, Revised Edition includes all the subjects...
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MATLAB for Engineering and the Life Sciences (Synthesis Lectures on Engineering)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011


	In 2004, Joel Cohen published a paper in the Public Library of Science (PLoS) Biology, titled

	“Mathematics is Biology’s Next Microscope, only Better; Biology is Mathematics’ Next Physics,

	Only Better”. The premise of the article was that in the near future there will be an explosion in

	both math and biology...
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Broken Agile: Second EditionApress, 2015

	
		Learn how to be successful in adopting Agile and see good and bad examples of how Agile can be adopted. Broken Agile, Second Edition contains stories from years of real world experience on Agile teams and projects. The stories in each chapter are both educational and entertaining. Each chapter focuses on specific Agile values...
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Adobe Creative Suite 4 Design Premium Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2009
This thorough, self-paced guide to Adobe Creative Suite 4 is ideal for users who want to learn the key features of Adobe's stellar collection of professional design tools. Readers are first given a brief program overview of the Design Suite that highlights common features and includes a section on cross-media workflows. Then readers will get up to...
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The Genetic Basis of Sleep and Sleep DisordersCambridge University Press, 2013

	The first comprehensive book on the subject, The Genetic Basis of Sleep and Sleep Disorders covers detailed reviews of the general principles of genetics and genetic techniques in the study of sleep and sleep disorders. The book contains sections on the genetics of circadian rhythms, of normal sleep and wake states and of sleep homeostasis....
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